China Impression Super Value Tour【Tour Code: EBIV(Fri.)】
Itinerary: Beijing Arr.-Shanghai-Suzhou-Wuxi-Hangzhou-Shanghai Dep.

8N9D

Tour Highlights:
●

●
●
●
●
●

Explore the mysterious Forbidden City, the largest and most complete imperial palace and ancient
building complex in China, and the world at large.
Visit the most holy of Beijing's imperial temples--The Temple of Heaven.
Walk on the famous Great Wall to feel the history associated with this almost mystical landmark.
Stroll in one of the four famous gardens in Suzhou--Master of the Nets Garden.
Admire the beauty of West Lake by taking a short cruise on it.
Immerse yourself in the bustling metropolis Shanghai.

Local Delicacies:
Beijing/Roast Duck
Wuxi/Spareribs Sauce, Three Treasures of Taihu (white bait, white shrimp and white fish)
Hangzhou/West Lake Flavor (Dongpo Pork, Beggars’ Chicken), Casserole Banquet
Suzhou/Well-known Squirrel-Shaped Fried Perch, Jiangnan-style flavor cuisine

Wonderful Shows:
Beijing/Golden Mask Dynasty Show
Hangzhou/Night of West Lake
Shanghai /ERA-Intersection of Time

Deluxe Hotels:
Beijing:
Shanghai:
Wuxi:
Suzhou:
Hangzhou:

5☆Riverside Hotel Beijing/similar
5☆Guangdong Hotel Shanghai/similar
5☆Noble Crown Hotel/similar
5☆Pan Pacific Suzhou/similar
5☆Oriental Deluxe Hotel Zhejiang/similar

Tour Code: EBIV
Start Dates: FRI (Local Date in China)
D01, FRI, Beijing Arrival
X
Upon arriving at Beijing Capital International Airport (PEK), transfer to hotel. Free at leisure for the rest of the day.
(Free Pick-up Period: 9:00a.m.-11:30p.m.; passengers arriving adjacent within 2 hours will be picked up together; extra pick
up fee: $60 vehicle/transfer for 2-3pax).
D02, SAT, Beijing
B, L, D
After breakfast, take an outside view of【the National Grand Theater】. Then visit【Tiananmen Square】-the biggest city central
square in the world, the area of the square is about 44 hectares and it can accommodate 1 million people. Then explore the
incredible 【Forbidden City】 with its best-preserved imperial palace complex. After lunch visit the famous【Temple of
Heaven】. It was the Ming and Qing dynasties emperor worship, is the world's largest existing buildings of praying. Then taste
the Puer tea with the tour guide. After dinner enjoy【Golden Mask Dynasty Show】. Then proceed to 【the Place】 to see the
first electronic dream backdrop in Asia with the second largest scale in the world. After that enjoy the beautiful【Night Tour of
Chang’an Avenue in coach】.
D03, SUN, Beijing
B, L, X
After breakfast, explore the【Juyongguan Great Wall】, one of the 'Seven Wonders of the World'. On the way there, visit Bona
Jade Store first. After lunch, continue to take an outside view of 【Bird’s Nest】 and 【Water Cube】, which are Olympic
stadiums of 2008 Beijing Olympic Games. Then visit invigorant store (free foot massage). After that visit the famous

pedestrian shopping area --【Wangfujing Street】. The snack street is a must-see, selling all the interesting snacks. You can easily
find a place for your dinner here (self-charge).
D04, MON, Beijing-Shanghai-Suzhou

AIR+BUS

B, L, D

Take an early flight to Shanghai (Hongqiao airport only). Transfer to Suzhou after lunch. Visit the【Garden of Master of the
Nets】which is the smallest yet the most delicate landscape garden in Suzhou City. Then take a river boat in a 【Water Town】.
After lunch, enjoy the beautiful scenery of 【Golden Cock Lake Scenic Area】-Suzhou newly developed zone. Then visit
【Ligongdi Pub Block】. Later go to 【Yuanrong Time Square】, a large-scale, comprehensive, modern, high-quality
“commercial syntheses”, where you can see the 500 meters long LED marquee screen which is the longest in the world. After
that, visit the silk factory.
D05, TUE, Suzhou-Wuxi

BUS

B, L, D

Transfer to Wuxi after breakfast. Then visit the 【Lihu Park】 and 【Taihu Lake Scenic Area】【
. Turtle Head Park】is the city's
most attractive park and the best place to admire the beauty of Taihu Lake, one of the five largest freshwater lakes in China and
has been world famous for its fascinating beauty. Later appreciate the Pearl Center and Tea Pot Factory. After dinner, check-in
hotel.
D06, WED, Wuxi-Hangzhou

BUS

B, L, D

After breakfast, transfer to Hangzhou. Take a painted boat on 【West Lake】-the most famous attraction in Hangzhou. West
Lake is man-made and created after the Chinese love for garden style parks for recreation. Enjoy 【Fish Wonder at Huagang
Crook】. Then visit 【Meijiawu Tea Plantation】. And then pay a visit to【Jingci Temple】. After dinner, enjoy the wonderful
show--【Night of West Lake】.
D07, THU, Hangzhou-Shanghai

BUS

B, L, D

Transfer to Shanghai after breakfast. Appreciate scenery at【Pudong Newly Developed Zone】, which now has transformed into
the fastest developed international economic area in China with looming skyscrapers and hi-tech international enterprises. Then
visit the world renowned【Shanghai Museum】(excluding the fee of E-guides), a museum of ancient Chinese art, situated on the
People's Square in the Huangpu District of Shanghai, China. Rebuilt at its current location in 1996, it is considered one of
China's first world-class modern museums. Hailed as Green Lung of the Shanghai city, 【People's Square】is a garden style
located in the heart of the city, centering the political, cultural, economic, transport and tourism. It is one of the key landmarks
of Shanghai. After lunch, visit the silk rug store. Then take a【Cruise on the Huangpu River】. While on the cruise, you can take
an outside view of the 【Oriental Pearl Tower】, the modern symbol of Shanghai City.
D08, FRI, Shanghai

B, L, X

After breakfast, walk along【the Bund】, a mile-long stretch along the Huangpu River. This area is the best place to capture the
western influences of the old days. Then continue to the bustling shopping district-【Nanjing Road】. After that, explore the
famous【Xintiandi】, a stylish pedestrian street composed of Shikumen architecture and modern complex. The afternoon is free
for you to enjoy at your leisure. At night, enjoy the show【ERA-Intersection of Time】.
D09, SAT, Shanghai Departure

B

Transfer to airport after breakfast.
Tour arrangements will be subject to local real conditions! Wish you a happy journey!

【EBIV】China Impression Super Value Tour Price List
Tour Fare
Valid Date

USD/CAD/AUD per person

Including Beijing-Shanghai air ticket
fare and tax

Excluding Beijing-Shanghai air ticket
fare and tax

449
200
100
300

299
200
100
300

Mar.2015–Dec.2015
Admission fee as indicated
Service Charge
Single Room Supp.

Remarks:
1) Total fare composed of tour fare, admission fee as indicated and service charge must be pre-paid at time of
reservation. The admission fee as indicated and service charge for adults and children are the same (free for infant
under 2 years old).
2) Please book early flight from Beijing to Shanghai Hongqiao Airport which takes off between 6:30a.m.-7:50a.m.
3) Tour fare above is based on American/Canadian/Australian adults (non student group).
That for travelers under 12 years old is as follows:
Child between 2-11
Child between 2-11
Child under 2 years old
years old with bed
years old without bed
without bed
Including Beijing-Shanghai air
ticket fare and tax

$539/pax

$339/pax

10% of adult tour fare

Excluding Beijing-Shanghai
$429/pax
$229/pax
10% of adult tour fare
air ticket fare and tax
4) Excellent English speaking tour guide.
5) We reserve the right to modify the itinerary if necessary subject to the local real conditions.
6) We reserve the right to modify the price without notice subject to the fluctuations of exchange rates.
7) Attendance during the whole trip is required.
8） There are shopping excursions on this tour as per itinerary. However, there is no obligation to purchase anything.
Visitors who are not very keen on shopping can treat this as culture learning experience.
Detailed Start Dates (Local Date in China):
Month

Fri. Arrival

Mar. 2015

13, 20, 27

Apr. 2015

10, 24

May. 2015

08, 22

Jun. 2015

05

Jul. 2015

10

Aug. 2015

07

Sep. 2015

04, 11, 18, 25

Oct. 2015

02, 09, 16, 23, 30

Nov. 2015

06, 20

Dec. 2015

04

